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Abstract—A raytracer calculates how a camera would observe
a potentially complex scene consisting of numerous objects and
light sources. If all the objects are modeled by n primitives, e.g.,
triangles, the runtime of a software raytracer scales at least log-
arithmically. This scaling behavior effectively imposes limitations
on the scene’s complexity, its size, and the raytracer’s real-time
capabilities. As an alternative, this paper proposes a parallel
hardware raytracing machine. A prototypical implementation on
a field-programmable gate array, as offered by markets today,
validates that this machine achieves rendering in constant time,
regardless of both the scene’s size and its complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Rendering is a well-established technique to calculate how a

camera would observe a scene consisting of several objects and

light sources. Rather than solving complex equations exactly,

virtually all state-of-the-art rendering machines employ ap-

proximation techniques, which is raytracing [1] in most cases.

A raytracer, as the name suggest, shoots rays into the scene.

In so doing, it traces their progress, and considers secondary

rays in case they touch objects or run into light sources.

In order to be efficient, a real-time raytracer assumes the

following two simplifications: (1) it models all the present

objects by a total of n primitives, which are simple triangles

in most cases [2], and (2) light sources have the size of a

mathematical point. Furthermore, it uses a simple and efficient

shading model: in case a ray hits a primitive, this ray spawns at

least three secondary rays to model the physical effects called

reflection, refraction, and shadow.

A software raytracer spends most of its processing time on

the calculation of potential intersections of a ray with any of

the n primitives. A naive implementation considers all primi-

tives leading to a computational complexity of O(n) per ray.
In order to relieve this bottleneck, previous research has de-

veloped acceleration data structures, such as regular grids [3],

kd-trees [4], and bounding box hierarchies [5], to mention but

a few. These data structures provide a criterion that allows the

raytracer to stop the testing process. The pertinent literature [6]

suggests that these enhancements reduce the rendering time

to about Ω(logn) per ray under certain favorable conditions.
However, previous research does not provide any performance

guarantees or necessary preconditions. That is, it might as well

happen that a scene of a certain complexity or size still requires

O(n) intersection tests per ray.
The time bound Ω(logn) mentioned above is notorious for
single-processor software solutions [7], since they can access

their memory and perform intersection tests only sequentially.

To go beyond these limitations, Section II proposes a new

hardware design called Constant-Time Raytracing with Em-

bedded Memory Architecture (CREMA). A key concept of

CREMA is that it employs a tiny processor and a few data

cells for every primitive. These n nano processors perform all

intersection tests in parallel, which requires exactly one macro

cycle. Hence, the computational complexity shrinks to O(1).

In order to validate the feasibility of the proposed architec-

ture, Section III discusses a prototypical implementation. Even

though the current implementation is clocked at 28 MHz, it

renders images of 256x128 pixels in real-time at 13 frames per

second. Finally, Section IV concludes with a brief discussion.

II. CREMA: A PARALLEL HARDWARE RENDERER

The canonical setup of a rendering machine is depicted in

Figure 1. In this approach, the three processes ray buffer,

geometry calculation, and shading model the appearance of

the scene’s objects and the effects of its light sources. In this

respect, this paper is mainly concerned with the realization

of the geometry calculation process. It consists of a large

set of simple nano processors as well as a tree-shaped set of

selectors. The result of this processing queue is that triangle

that is intersected closest to the origin of the ray under

consideration. Provided that this architecture features as least

one processor for each primitive (see also Subsection II-C for

relaxed conditions), this architecture processes all the required

intersection tests simultaneously. As a result, the architecture

yields one result per time step, called macro cycle, leading to

a computational complexity of O(1) per ray.

It should be mentioned here that CREMA’s design draws

some inspiration from an early approach [8] that was discarded

at that time. The remainder of this section describes the design

of the nano processors as well as the intersectors in full

detail, and wraps up with a few remarks on the required

infrastructure, which is also implemented on the same chip.

A. Design of the Nano Processor

For every incoming ray, each of the nano processors cal-

culates whether or not the ray hits its stored triangle. In case

of an intersection, the nano processor further calculates the

distance of the intersection to the ray’s starting point.

The basic idea of the intersection test by Segura and Feito

[9] is illustrated in Figure 2: Taking the two ray points P and

Q as well as the three triangle’s vertices A,B, and C, the test
calculates the signs of the three tetraeder’s volumes PQAB,

PQBC, and PQCA. The ray PQ hits the triangle ABC if all
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Fig. 1. The CREMA architecture realizes the geometry process as a grid of nano hardware processors, which pass their results to a selector hierarchy. The
nano processors and selectors in turn consist of very simple storage and calculation modules.

signs are equal. The volume equation for the first tetraeder is:

sign(V (P,Q,A,B)) = sign
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which can be easily evaluated with multipliers and adders.
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Fig. 2. The ray PQ, the triangle ABC, and the three tetraeders PQAB,
PQCA, and PQBC. If all three tetraeder’s volumes have the same sign, the
ray intersects the triangle.

In case of an intersection, the nano processor has to further

calculate the distance of its intersection to the ray’s starting

point P. Generally, the distance t at which the ray hits the

triangle can be calculated from the plane and ray equations.

With A denoting one of the triangle’s vertices, N denoting the

triangle normal, and P and Q denoting distinct points on the

ray, the distance can be determined as follows:

(X−A)∗N = 0 X = P+ t ∗ (Q−P),

thus arriving at the distance equation

t =
NA−NP

NQ−NP
. (2)

B. Design of the Selector

After all nano processors have performed their intersection

tests and have done - as far as necessary - their distance

calculations, the selection hierarchy is implemented as a

binary tree of simple comparator/multiplexer modules. That

is, a selector compares two inputs ti and t j according to

Equation (2), and sets its output o=min{ti,t j} to the minimum
of the inputs. The comparison can be done in two different

ways: either the selector can compare distances itself. In that

case, the nano processors would have to perform the division.



Or, the selectors can use the enumerator and denominator of

Equation (2) directly as follows:

ti =
NiAi−NiP

NiQ−NiP
=
ai

bi
, t j =

N jA j−N jP

N jQ−N jP
=
a j

b j
.

The case bi,b j > 0 is then handled as follows:

ti < t j ⇔
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This can be represented as the sign of the determinant of the

matrix of ti and t j. If bi,b j > 0 and the sign of the determinant
is negative, then ti < t j and the i

th triangle is hit before the jth

triangle; vice versa if the sign is positive. The generalization to

all other cases is straightforward. If one of bi or b j is negative,

the selector has to flip the sign before the test.

Due to their structure, equations (1), (2), and (3) can all

be handled by the same multiply-and-accumulate logic, which

greatly reduces the number of required logic elements.

C. Enhancements

CREMA’s basic design can be improved by various en-

hancements. Two of them are described here, since they reduce

the required chip area and accelerate the runtime performance.

The first enhancement consists of splitting the intersection

and distance calculations into two stages, and storing common

subexpressions in the nano processor’s local memory. For

example, in the distance equation (2) t = (NA−NP)/(NQ−
NP) the nano processors can first pre-calculate all terms that
involve the ray’s starting point P, i.e., NA, NP, and NA−
NP. Afterwards, the nano processors perform all operations

involving the ray’s second point Q. Similarly, the terms of the

volume equation (1) can be split into two subsequent phases.

This optimization requires more local memory cells for storing

common subexpressions, but it improves the rendering time by

more than a factor of two for rays with a common origin; this

applies at least to all rays starting at the camera.

The second enhancement lets every nano processor host a

pair of triangles that share an edge. This step is generally

applicable, since according to the Euler-Poincaré Formula

[10], all usual geometries have an even number of triangles.

Furthermore, Peterson’s graph theorem [11] provides a guide-

line of how an object’s primitives should be grouped into pairs.

This second enhancement has the following three advantages:

(1) it saves memory space, as only four as opposed to six

points are necessary to describe two triangles, (2) it saves

processing time, because it reduces the number of necessary

calculations, and (3) it significantly saves silicon area, since it

reduces the number of selectors by a factor of two.

D. The Infrastructure

CREMA’s infrastructure consists of the four modules cam-

era, ray buffer, shading, and display (Figure 1), which can

be found in all rendering machines in some flavor. Each of

these processes is mapped onto a distinct hardware module.

The camera module generates rays and feeds each of them to

the ray buffer. At the same time, the ray buffer distributes

a selected ray to all of the the nano processors, which

forward their results to a hierarchy of selectors. These selectors

propagate their selections from one level to the next, resulting

in one distinct result, which is passed on to the shading

module. All hardware modules work simultaneously and their

data exchanges are clocked. The shading module is the only

exception, since it must be able to pass multiple rays to the

ray buffer within one meta cycle. CREMA utilizes additional

hardware to setup and modify the scene between frames. As

in all software raytracers, these hardware modules still work

sequentially.

E. Summary

This section has introduced the core concepts of CREMA.

Its main property is a grid of very small, rather rudimentary,

nano processors, which all simultaneously determine whether

or not the current ray hits their respective triangles. Then, a

binary tree of selection modules determines the triangle that is

closest to the ray’s origin. After an initial delay of τ ∼ log2 n,
CREMA yields one result per macro cycle, since the pro-

cessing of all intersection tests is done in parallel. From an

abstract architectural perspective, the approach presented here

is a massively parallel single instruction multiple data (SIMD)

machine, which, in a sense, corresponds to developments in

the area of ultra-high performance computing [12], [13].

III. PROTOTYPICAL IMPLEMENTATION

From a technical point of view, CREMA is best imple-

mented as an ASIC with embedded DRAM. ASIC designs,

however, are way too expensive for University research. There-

fore this paper uses a much cheaper field-programmable gate

array (FPGA) prototype that is based on a Xilinx Virtex-E

1000 chip. Even though the number of triangles is severely

limited due to the small FPGA size, the prototype allows for

the validation of the basic concepts.
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Fig. 3. In CREMA, latency of the nano processors (NP) is constant and
independent of their actual number, since they all work in parallel. The
selectors then add a logarithmic latency, since they are organized as a tree.

Latency is defined as the time the architecture requires to

fully process every single ray. In software, the latency τ is

strongly linked to the throughput p = 1/τ . For example, if

a ray takes τ(n) = Ω(logn) time for being processed, the
maximal throughput is p(n) = O(1/ logn) rays per time unit.
The parallel raytracer CREMA yields much different per-

formance figures: According to Figure 3, both the nano



processors and the selection hierarchy impose delays Θ(1) and
Θ(log2 n/2) leading to an overall delay τ(n) = Θ(logn).

In CREMA’s geometry processing module, all operations

are pipelined. That is, the nano processors perform a complete

ray-triangle intersection test, and simultaneously, all selectors

do the comparisons and forward their results to the next layer,

and thus yields one result (pixel value) per macro cycle. Due

to internal clocking, one macro cycle requires 64 clock cycles.

The prototype renders images of 256x128 pixels and di-

rectly outputs them to a VGA monitor. Even with a clock rate

as low as 28 MHz, the prototype renders 13 frames per second.

It renders only primary rays with simple shading: either depth-

based coloring, or shading based on one light source and an

approximation of the Banks reflection model.

B. Chip Area

In a software architecture, both CPU and memory require

silicon area. The CPU requires a constant amount of silicon,

and can process scenes of arbitrary size and complexity.

The memory size, on the other hand, is dependent on the

scene complexity, since n triangles require at least Ω(n) cells.
In addition, the software raytracer’s acceleration structures

consume Θ(n) additional cells in the best possible case.

CREMA requires silicon area for the infrastructure, the nano

processors, and the selectors. Since the CPU is much simpler

than in the traditional architecture, the total silicon area mainly

amounts for the nano processors and selectors. For n triangles,

the architecture has to employ n/2 nano processors and n/2−1
selectors. The consumed silicon area thus scales with Θ(n), as
in the software approach.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has argued that the runtime of software ray-

tracers is bound to the sequential nature of conventional

CPU/memory-based architectures. Even though many accel-

eration data structures are able to significantly speed up

raytracers under certain favorable conditions, current research

cannot give any performance guarantees. As an alternative,

this paper has proposed a new parallel hardware rendering

architecture, called CREMA, that processes all the time con-

suming rendering operations fully in parallel; regardless of the

scene’s complexity and size, CREMA requires only constant

processing time O(1) per ray.

Since ASIC designs are way too expensive for regular Uni-

versity research, this paper has also presented a prototypical

implementation that is based on the Xilinx Virtex-E 1000 field-

programmable gate array. This prototype is clocked at 28 MHz

and yields 256x128 pixels at a rate of 13 images per second.

Initiated by the prototype, future research will try to further

simplify the intersection tests in terms of hardware resources.

Furthermore, future research will explore to what extent the

parallel hardware raytracer would benefit from the incorpo-

ration of traditional acceleration data structures. The ultimate

goal will be the development of an ASIC design that renders

practically relevant scenes and image sizes in real time.
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